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Abstract. In this paper we present the activities we are carrying out in order to
provide teachers with new tools and educational Robotic kits for the classroom.
We are working in two directions. First we are interested in early robotic
programming languages. Available robots (like the Bee-Bot) are convenient to
begin but the programming language is very limited. The direction of our
research is to use Arduino based robots to improve the programming language.
The other issue we want to work on is to provide teachers with computer
supported sceneries in order to enrich robotic activities. In this paper we present
some preliminary results of the experiences we are having in using an
interactive top table with Bee-Bot robots where Kids and Teachers can work
together.
Keywords: Robot Interaction, Tangible User Interface, Arduino, Robotic
activities for kids.

1 Introduction
As it is stated in [1] Robotic toys bring new dimension to role-play activities in
kindergarten (4-5 years old). Some preschool curricula clearly identify reasons for
their inclusion. However, a preschool teacher needs to revise her/his usual teaching
methods in order to use them. Offering a programmable toy or robotic-related activity
doesn't mean immediate success in activities with children.
In our case we would like to focus on two main points when working with robots and
kids between 4-8. First point is the kind of robots and the programming possibilities
they offer (both languages and integrated program development environments).
Available robots (like the Bee-Bot) are convenient to begin for children in
kindergarten and in early years of the primary school but the programming power is
very limited. To enrich programming power we designed the textual language
NQCBaby shown to schoolchildren in different steps where the language is
introduced by subset of primitives [5]. The kernel subset of the language, first
introduced, is the textual version of the Bee-Bot buttons. It is called NQCBaby0 and it
is introduced after schoolchildren have been introduced to writing during the second
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grade. To explore other possibilities of improving the programming power and
compare with NQCBaby activities, we are currently exploring the use of Arduino
based robots.
The second point we are interested in concerns computer supported activities with
robots for kids, which should provide also support to the teachers. In this paper we
specifically address this second aspect. We propose to use a top table with tangible
interaction as the hardware and the appropriate software to carry on robotic activities
with small programmable robots (Bee-Bot like). As it is stated in [2], the
reacTIVision framework (fig. 1) has been developed as the primary sensor component
for the reacTable [3], a tangible electro-acoustic musical instrument. It uses specially
designed visual markers (fiducial symbols) (fig. 2) that can be attached to physical
objects.

Fig. 1. The reacTIVision Framework [2]

Fig. 2. The Fiducials

The markers are recognized and tracked by a computer vision algorithm optimized for
the specific marker design improving the overall speed and robustness of the
recognition process. These fiducial marker symbols allow hundreds of unique marker
identities to be distinguished as well as supporting the precise calculation of marker
position and angle of rotation on a 2D plane.
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The rest of the paper has the following organization. The next section describes our
previous experiences with Bee-Bot robots and kids in first grades of primary schools.
Since the programming language embedded in the Bee-Bot limits the type of learning
challenges that can be offered to children, the authors move on into exploring the
enrichment of Bee-Bot by using sensors related tools. Then we describe the platform
we are implementing to support activities using the Bee-Bot on the reacTable. The
last section gives some conclusions to our work.

2 Activities using the Bee-Bot
2.1 Introducing the Bee-Bot
The Bee-Bot, produced by the TTS group, is a big bee that pupils can program by
pushing buttons on its back for moving forward, backward, turning left, right, starting
to move or deleting previous commands. During one of our project, several teachers
have carried out in schools activities with the Bee-Bot. Here we recall fragments from
the report that M. Stella De Michele wrote to document the activities that she, new to
robots, carried out with her second grade schoolchildren during the 2007-2008 school
year [4]. M. Stella is specialized in teaching humanities, but in 2007 she promptly
agreed to become in charge of the robots experiences in her school and to use the
Bee-Bot with her seven-year-old second-grade pupils. She started learning how to
program mini-robots with her schoolchildren and was decided to use them for
standard curriculum teaching. Figures 3 and 4 show M. Stella’s experiences.
"School must confront with the technology children are exposed to in everyday life. I
used computers for some years with my classes, but I was curious to use an object that
can move around following your description of a path, given either by writing a
textual description or by pressing buttons as in the Be-eBot case. Our story with
robots began when schoolchildren found one Bee-Bot on our classroom windowsill.
We tried to understand why this bee, different from those we are used to, was there.
Possibly she had got lost because of the pollution and had come into our classroom to
rest. The bee was greeted, given a nickname (Maja), and the children introduced
themselves.
They soon found out that by pressing the buttons on its back they could teach it how
to move on the floor (i.e. in a two dimensional space): going straight or turning left or
right exactly of a quarter of a cake (second grade pupils have not yet dealt with
angles and their measures). We discovered that the bee could stroll around the
classroom by pressing more buttons in a sequence and then the go button.”

2.2 First programming activities
“When a child asked whether we could make the bee go from one child to another,
i.e., from a starting point to an end point, some of the classmates observed that
buttons should not be pushed randomly, as they had been doing when they wanted the
bee go strolling on the floor.
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Making the Bee-Bot go from one child to another requires children to take decisions:
first we must decide where to go from where, i.e. design a path connecting two points.
Different children may suggest different paths. We take some of them into
consideration, and for each path we decide which buttons to press and how many
times. Then we verify if the Bee-Bot moves the way we want. If it does not, that
means that we have given the bee the wrong teaching, and in order to change its
behaviour we have to modify, by successive adjustments, the sequence of buttons to
be pressed. If we want to teach the bee a wholly new behavior, we have to take some
time in planning exactly what we want the Bee-Bot to do.

Fig. 3. Children and Bees

Fig. 4. The activity
We have to be precise and discover how far the bee moves at each step and so on.
Thus we introduced the concept of measure: if Maya has moved for a while, how can
we tell how far she went? How do we measure the distance covered? First we used
several non-conventional tools, then we chose the ruler, because it is a common tool
and gives a number for the quantity of space covered at each step. To determine how
far the bee goes with a given number of button pressings, one child suggests the
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arithmetical operation of adding (the length of one step to the previous ones), another
suggests multiplying the number of steps times the space covered by the single step).
Thus the teacher recalls that both are right because product is defined by means of the
sum, and a child shouts: «Teacher, is this robotics or math? ». Children drew the
paths on their exercise books with squared sheets, and at this point the introduction of
the Cartesian plane, suggested by some of them, turned out to be perfectly natural.”
After the experience of one year we are not proposing here a generalization. The
above activity report is an excerpt of a class journal, which we will use to compare
and discuss our experience with the ones of other school-net colleagues with lowergrade classes. Though we have not yet performed a specific evaluation of children's
achievements, we can compare the abilities acquired by them with those of all the
other pupils in the same age we had in over twenty years of teaching. We notice that,
by using a Bee-Bot, lower-grade pupils develop skills for:
•
•
•
•
•

knowing numbers
counting and logical thinking;
solving topological problems (my left, his/her left);
accessing problem-solving education;
getting used to an inquiry-based learning (and teaching) technique even in
activities, as those described above, perceived as close to mathematics. This is
an uncommon experience in lower grades (Rocard’s Report1).

In addition, we perceive that pupils have a playful approach to robotics, begin to
understand what programming a robot is and thus what programming is.
It is important to point out that the above activities naturally involved several
educational aspects other than the more obvious ones concerning mathematics. For
example, we considered different reasons why the bee had come into our classroom.
The environment pollution was considered an acceptable reason, and children all
together wrote the "Bee-Bot Story". Moreover, different forms of pollution, causes,
consequences and remedies were discussed: thus some environment-preserving
education has been covered. Pupils introduced themselves to the bee, gave it their
welcome while holding it in their hands, gave it a name, involved it in their school life
by showing concern for the new "thing": we think this is the way to include affectivity
and diversity in Education. For each robot session we had a discussion time followed
by a self–activity where every child wrote down a few lines on what we had done.
Children learned by doing activities with a concrete object and teachers learned with
them.
2.3 Reasoning about distances covered by the Bee-Bot and comparing them
Another kind of activity has been developed by the teacher Laura with her pupils
about 8 years old. They used an adhesive tape you can write on, for example the one
used by decorators, because every time a pupil made the Bee-Bot move she/he stuck
down the tape on the floor to mark the path covered and wrote on it how many times
she/he has pushed the forward or the backward buttons.
1

http://ec.europa.eu/research/science-society/document_library/pdf_06/report-rocard-onscience-education_en.pdf
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Pupils have been working on problems similar to the following ones:
a. make your Bee-Bot move further than Anna’s Bee-Bot,
b. make your Bee-Bot move twice the distance travelled by Anna’s Bee-Bot,
c. make the Bee-Bot move and come back to the starting point with or
without angles
d. make your Bee-Bot draw a rectangle on the floor, after kids have reasoned
on angles
e. make your Bee-Bot draw a triangle on the floor.
While solving these problems by programming the Bee-Bot, pupils experiment
counting but also direct proportions, angles, geometrical concepts [5]. In the activity
explained in c., if they make the Bee-Bot turn (the only possible turn is a 90 degree
angle) they discover that the robot comes back to his/her start position if it draws a
rectangle on the floor: thus they find out that the inside angles of a rectangle sum up
to 360 degrees. Obviously, during the activity explained in e. they find out that the
Bee-Bot cannot draw a triangle.
As we already wrote, a regular evaluation activity has not yet been performed of
how schoolchildren are improving their way of learning math by using the Bee-Bot.
Following the well known Rocard’s report, opportunities for mathematics
experimenting are not frequent yet extremely positive in the concrete knowledge
phase of human intellectual development as for other subjects in the normal school
curriculum[6]. Indeed, activities similar to those we have described here allow pupils
to experiment mathematical concepts they have introduced or will introduce in their
normal school curriculum.

3. Our interactive table top based activities with “Beebot” like
bots
In the previous section we have described how teachers consider activities with the
Bee-Bot as an opportunity for developing different types of skills. While
experimenting with such activities we have seen two issues we should work on.
First of all the Bee-Bot robots are convenient to children in kindergarten and in
early years of the primary school, but their programming power is very limited. To
overcome such problem we are trying to construct simple and low-cost robots based
on Arduino platform; at the same time we need to develop a suitable “progressive”
programming language which may evolve (using several levels) from 4-5 years to 1214 years ages. We have some experience on this concern as we did this with
NQCBaby for Lego platform.
A second concern is to provide computer support for kids & teachers to help in
designing and carrying out activities with Bee-Bot like robots (similar to the
described previously but also others). For example sometimes we (and the teachers)
we would like:
• To have several sceneries (or mats) adapted to the activities,
• To be able to stop one activity at any time and to continue it (at the same
point) another day
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•
•

To register kid’s progresses, or to compare how their skills evolve on the
same kind of problems
Etc….

In these cases (and others) we need a “computer based support” to perform such
activities in a sustainable way for everybody.
With this motivation we have implemented a table top based on reactivision [2][3]
using a webcam, a display projector and the original reactivision engine. Fig 5. shows
the overall implemented system.
In this case the software client (for the reactivision engine) has been implemented
using the programming Language “Pure Data”.
Pure Data (PD, http://puredata.info/) is a graphical programming language
essentially developed for audio processing but also suitable to make Multimedia
programming (like in this case). We have used for that the Graphical Library GEM
(Graphics Environment for Multimedia) which is also an interface allowing the
creation and use of video, OpenGL graphics, images, 3D designs, etc…in Real Time.
It offers also several interaction possibilities with audio end external sensors.

Fig. 5. Our tabletop and a view of the webcam recognizing 3 fiducials

Every important object for the activities has a unique Fiducial (or Visual marker)
as it is shown in fig 6. The overall scenery is shown in figure 7.

Fig. 6. Our 3 objets with their fiducials on the table

We have implemented a “demo activity” of the system where the user can do the
following actions:
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1.- To decide the mat to use (the teacher on the table)
2.- Decide the start of a run (either pupil or teacher on the table)
3.- Decide the end of the run (either pupil or teacher on the table)
4.- Programming the robot to make the correct run (pupil or pupils on the robot)
5.- Leaving the robot making the run (everybody is observing)
6.- The system at the end computes the distance and repeats the run with black
squares

Fig. 7. The scenery for the activity

A video describing the whole experience can bee seen at:
http://upnatv.unavarra.es/es/pub/table-Bee-Bot-demo-idoia-beraza-alfredo-pina
As we said this is only a “demo” of the system; next step is to design the computer
application we need to make an effective computer support for such Bee-Bot
activities.
We would like to discuss with several teachers the design of the computer
application as they (and their pupils) are the final users. Nevertheless we have already
discussed a bit with some of them and they guess that combining “traditional“ and
“augmented reality” activities with robots can be very interesting from different
points of view:
•

•
•
•

Organization and activity design (for teachers). Such tool could help
teachers in organizing robotic activities at different times, different
frequencies and with several groups.
Motivation (for pupils). Pupils as “digital natives” are very motivated in
activities with artifacts & computers
Computing literacy (for pupils & teachers). The computer supported
activities help in improving computer literacy
Creativity (for pupils & teachers). One of the ideas in the desing and
implementation of the system is to allow final users to construct their own
sceneries or mats.
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4 Conclusions and future lines
The work presented in this paper is an ongoing work in his preliminary phase; for
the moment it works, and this was the first step to walk up. We are also working with
Arduino with the aim of having bots with more versatile programming languages.
The experience we have shown is a kind of Augmented Reality for kids; the
tangible interfaces (start, end and robot) are real objects and the scenery is both virtual
(graphic display and software) and real (the table). We have to test the table and these
robotic activities with kids but several teachers seem interested in using such new
robotic kits.
The next step is to implement more activities using such technology and possibly
to do it under the current curricula. We need also to use it with pupils and teachers in
order to get feedback.
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